
 

  



Introduction 

The Shared Island Dialogue series was launched by An Taoiseach Micheál Martin TD on 22 October as 

part of the Government’s Shared Island Initiative to foster constructive and inclusive civic dialogue on 

all aspects of a shared future on the island underpinned by the Good Friday Agreement. 

The Dialogue Series brings people together from across the island to discuss key concerns for the 

future, opportunities for cross learning and understanding and harnessing the full potential of 

cooperation through the framework of the Good Friday Agreement.  

The first Dialogue of the Series took place on 26 November on the theme “New Generations and New 

Voices on the Good Friday Agreement”. Further Roundtable Dialogues with women’s representatives 

and representatives of ethnic minority and new communities took place in December reflecting the 

priority placed by the Taoiseach on engaging people traditionally under-represented in the Peace 

Process in discussions on the shared island.   

A second Shared Island Dialogue took place on 5 February on the theme “Environment and Climate - 

addressing shared challenges on the island” to examine how we can best work together on the island 

to tackle the climate and biodiversity crises and to identify future priorities for all-island co-operation 

on the environment. 

The third Dialogue of the Series on “Civil Society – catalyst for connection and understanding on a 

shared island” took place on 25 March. The purpose of the dialogue was to consider the role of civil 

society cooperation in addressing shared challenges on the island now and in the years ahead and 

explore ways in which civil society could engage and work together more, with North/South and 

East/West dimensions, on a shared future. 

Minister for Foreign Affairs and Minister for Defence, Simon Coveney TD participated on behalf of the 

Government and gave the opening address and engaged in an interactive discussion with participants.  

The event also featured a contribution from award-winning actor and former Chancellor of Ulster 

University, James Nesbitt, on civil society leadership on the island. 

Over 140 participants joined the online event, representing a diverse range of civil society interests 

including from the community and voluntary sector, business sector, academia and the numerous 

religious faiths on the island. 

The Dialogue was moderated by RTÉ and BBC broadcaster, Audrey Carville and featured two panel 

discussions on the themes “Civil society - engaging together for a shared future” and “Civil society - 

building social and cultural understanding”.  

The Shared Island Dialogue series will continue through 2021, to foster civic engagement on important 

issues for the future of the island, including with a focus on equality, economy, health and education. 

The Dialogues are organised by the Shared Island unit in the Department of the Taoiseach in 

partnership with the Department of Foreign Affairs, working closely with Government Departments 

and Agencies and in consultation with civil society stakeholders on the island. 

Further information on the Shared Island Dialogue series including videos of the plenary sessions from 

these events is available on the gov.ie website. 

 

https://www.gov.ie/en/speech/c70b3-online-address-by-an-taoiseach-on-shared-island/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3eb3c-shared-island-dialogues/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/sharedisland/dialogues#new-generations-and-new-voices-on-the-good-friday-agreement
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3eb3c-shared-island-dialogues/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/sharedisland/dialogues#new-generations-and-new-voices-on-the-good-friday-agreement
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3eb3c-shared-island-dialogues/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/sharedisland/dialogues#environment-and-climate-addressing-shared-challenges-on-the-island
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3eb3c-shared-island-dialogues/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/sharedisland/dialogues#environment-and-climate-addressing-shared-challenges-on-the-island
https://youtu.be/SGp5lYWCD8E
https://youtu.be/AnfSvT0qxms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQQHwuXntlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EzFIegmNSU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EzFIegmNSU
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3eb3c-shared-island-dialogues/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/sharedisland/dialogues


Report1:  Civil Society – catalyst for connection and understanding on a shared island  

 

Summary: 

Over the course of the dialogue a number of key themes emerged from the discussions that took 

place: 

• Civil society has played a major role in peace building and reconciliation on the island since before 

the Good Friday Agreement and continues to do so. The influence and impact of civil society and 

the power of community engagement to build trust, connections and commonality of purpose 

across communities and traditions on the island was recognised. 

• Funding is essential to enable civil society and community organisations to build new 

connections and work together on a shared island basis, recognising the other societal needs 

that civil society groups also meet. There are a number of funding streams available to civil society 

groups that relate to the objectives of the Shared Island initiative of building connection and 

understanding including the Irish Government’s Reconciliation Fund, the EU PEACE PLUS 

programme, the Community Foundation for Ireland and Community Foundation for Northern 

Ireland, All-Island Fund and ReThink Ireland’s Equality Fund.  

• Civil society is an established driver for change in society, founded on inclusive, respectful 

engagement. Historically, civil society was behind the abolition of the slave trade in the UK, the 

women’s suffrage campaign, and more recently, the social reform referenda campaigns in Ireland.  

• The importance of ensuring inclusivity and diversity across all levels of society was expressed 

across all discussions as a means to build trust and understanding. Civil society can create spaces 

that allow people and groups from different communities and backgrounds to collaborate for 

mutual benefit. Excluding or failing to take account of all perspectives and experiences in 

discussions on issues for the future, risks alienation among marginalised groups. 

• Culture and the arts can play a significant role to promote better understanding between 

communities on the island. Organisations in the sector have the capacity to create shared spaces 

and promote the values of equality, equity, human rights and diversity on the island 

• Cross-border cooperation is already prevalent among many areas of civil society and best practice 

in cooperation should be acknowledged and promoted. Collaboration should be incentivised to 

bring about new civil society partnerships across the island.  

                                                           
1 Colleagues in the Department of Foreign Affairs acted as rapporteurs for the panel sessions of the Dialogue, 
and their work provided the basis for the preparation of this composite report.  



Ministerial Contribution 

The Dialogue was opened by Minister for Foreign Affairs and Minister for Defence, Simon Coveney TD, 

who participated on behalf of the Government.  

In his address, Minister Coveney commended the role that civil society groups are playing in 

supporting communities throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. He also acknowledged the role civil 

society has played in building consensus and achieving progress around complex social issues, 

including marriage equality and abortion in the South and parading in the North. He further 

acknowledged the important role that civil society has played in consolidating peace in Northern 

Ireland, both before and since the Good Friday Agreement. 

Minister Coveney also emphasised the role that civil society has played to date in the Shared Island 

initiative through participation in the Shared Island Dialogue series and he welcomed the full diversity 

of identity on the island that was represented by those in attendance at this Dialogue event.  

Minister Coveney concluded by acknowledging the leadership of civil society organisations 

notwithstanding “different and often competing views - on social, economic, cultural, political and 

constitutional issues on the island of Ireland”, which should be respected, and engaged with through 

the framework of the Good Friday Agreement. 

Following the address, there was an interactive discussion with Minister Coveney and participants 

with a range of views and issues raised on the Shared Island initiative and on civil society engagement 

on the island. 

This session is available online and can be watched back here. 

 

Key points raised in this discussion included: 

 

• With reference to hosting in Belfast of the ‘One Young World’ youth event in 2023, the 

influence that the Peace Process and Good Friday Agreement has had throughout the world 

in showing the possibilities of achieving peace and progress on reconciliation was raised. 

Minister Coveney noted the 1.3 million young people born on the island since the Good Friday 

Agreement and the centrality of their perspectives for the future. 

• The suggestion of “apprenticeships for community, like we have for industry” was raised and 

was also referenced later in the Dialogue, with Gina McIntyre CEO of the Special EU 

Programmes Body noting that funding for such apprenticeships might be provided through 

the PEACE PLUS programme. 

• The significant positive role that women’s organisations have played in the Peace Process was 

also discussed. Minister Coveney spoke of how Ireland will draw on this example and 

experience in working to highlight and promote female leadership in post-conflict 

reconstruction as a Member of the UN Security Council this year and next and as Co-Chair of 

the SECCO group on Women, Peace and Security. 

• The important role that civil society groups play in building trust and reconciliation in a cross-

community and cross-border context was also discussed. The Minister noted that there will 

be increased funding for the Reconciliation Fund this year, representing the strength of the 

Government’s commitment to supporting civil society work in this space. The new 

Reconciliation Fund Strategy was launched on 15 March and the Spring funding round for 

application was underway (from 22 March to 8 April 2021). 

https://youtu.be/SGp5lYWCD8E
https://www.dfa.ie/media/dfa/aboutus/funding/New-Reconciliation-Fund-Strategy-2021-24-FINAL-15032021.pdf


• On a question regarding the potential for a citizens’ assembly as part of the Shared Island 

initiative, Minister Coveney emphasised the importance of finding inclusive means to engage 

with different perspectives on the future of the island. He emphasised the importance of 

open-ended engagement without pre-determined outcomes. An all-island citizens’ assembly 

might be a forum for this, however the Shared Island Dialogues are already providing a space 

for inclusive, civic engagement on the initiative, and the contributions being made are wide-

ranging and constructive.  

• Brexit and the engagement of civic and business leaders in Northern Ireland during the 

negotiation of the EU-UK Withdrawal Agreement was also raised. It was asked what support 

the Irish Government could give to promoting Northern Ireland’s unique position in both UK 

and EU markets. In acknowledging some of the difficulties being experienced in implementing 

the Protocol, Minister Coveney also emphasised “the extraordinary economic opportunity 

for Northern Ireland” due to its unfettered access to both markets. Referencing relationship 

and trade building with the US, Minister Coveney spoke of how connected the Biden 

Administration is to the island, and its strong support for political and economic progress 

through the Peace Process.  

• The role of social partners and dialogue in the Shared Island initiative was also raised. The 

positive role that the trade union movement played in representing the interests of workers 

in the Brexit process was acknowledged by Minister Coveney who noted that continuous 

dialogue with social partners is a feature of Government engagement for instance on Brexit, 

and that the scope to take a comparable and inclusive approach to social dialogue in other 

areas should be considered. 

• It was suggested that a discussion on rights in the broadest sense could be a good way to 

reach out to communities North and South, including new communities and other minorities. 

Minister Coveney agreed that rights-focused approaches can get people engaged and could 

be helpful in addressing some of the issues such as housing, education and water that are of 

concern on both sides of the border. 

• In discussion on the place of North/South and East/West relations as part of the Shared Island 

initiative, Minister Coveney emphasised the importance of ensuring that all dimensions of the 

Good Friday Agreement, including the North/South and East/West institutions, are fully 

utilised and developed.  

• The role of the arts in rebuilding society post pandemic was also discussed as was the sector’s 

capacity to create a shared community space and promote the values of equality, equity, 

human rights and diversity on the island.  

  



Panel Discussion 1 

Civil society - engaging together for a shared future 

Key Messages: 

This panel was moderated by Audrey Carville and had the following panellists: 

- Deirdre Garvey, CEO, The Wheel 
- Seamus McAleavey, CEO, Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NICVA) 
- Gina McIntyre, CEO, Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB) 

 

This panel is available online and can be watched back here. 

 

Key themes that emerged from the discussion included: 

• A common theme throughout the discussion was the influence and impact of civil society and 

the power of community engagement in building trust, connections and commonality of 

purpose across communities and traditions on the island.  

• Gina McIntyre gave a comprehensive overview of funding streams available to voluntary 

organisations, including the new €1 billion PEACE PLUS programme. She noted that one of 

the key themes of the PEACE PLUS programme is to support civil society to establish 

frameworks in which citizens can come together, develop trust, understanding and 

friendship, as well as building positive relationships between cultures and communities. 

• The existing level of cross-border cooperation within civil society was also referenced with 

the long-standing collaboration and co-ordination between The Wheel and NICVA given as an 

example of how civil society can come together to find shared responses to common 

challenges. This has also included collaborative work with sister councils in Scotland, Wales 

and England. 

• It was noted that civil society is already working to find solutions to issues that are facing the 

community, for instance on the impacts of the pandemic.  The Wheel and NICVA work to cast 

a lens over what is already happening in the sector, to highlight how best civil society 

organisations can work and be connected to wider society, and to incentivise innovation. 

• The clear record of civil society contributing to the building of consensus for positive social 

change, such as the abolition of the slave trade in the UK, the women’s suffrage campaign, 

and more recently the social referenda campaigns in the South was noted by Seamus 

McAleavey.  

• The importance of recognising that the task of peace and reconciliation is not solely for 

Northern Ireland, but is about involving the whole island was also emphasised. 

• On building civil society cooperation beyond Northern Ireland and the border counties, it 

was noted that previous PEACE programmes had been restrictive in this area. Gina McIntyre 

noted that while there was there was facility to support work outside border counties in 

previous programmes this was somewhat limited. The PEACE PLUS programme, however, will 

take a functional area approach, making possible funding supports beyond the core 

programme area.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQQHwuXntlA
https://www.seupb.eu/PEACEPLUS


• The ability of civil society to create spaces that allow people and groups from different 

communities and backgrounds to collaborate for mutual benefit was also raised in the 

discussion as was the value of the work that is already being undertaken by civil society 

organisations. The drive and enthusiasm of individuals and sector organisations to improve 

their communities and society was emphasised by all panellists. The importance of ensuring 

funding for this work was also raised with PEACE PLUS referenced as a significant resource 

that will be available for the sector. 

• The additional hardship caused by COVID for those most vulnerable in society was recognised 

as was the central role that communities will play in the recovery. Seamus McAleavey noted 

that the pandemic has seen organisations come together across the community to deliver 

services, which is very encouraging. 

• The importance of acknowledging and promoting best practice in cooperation was also 

discussed in the panel. The Centre for Cross Border Studies’ New Common Charter to 

empower civil society and drive co-operation across the two islands and the Wheel and 

NICVA’s joint work to identify and showcase activity that is already happening North, South 

and cross-border were referenced in this regard. Deirdre Garvey also emphasised the need to 

incentivise more cross-border collaboration, and that she looked forward to working with 

many others in this effort. 

• On establishing a North/South Consultative Forum as envisaged in the Good Friday 

Agreement, there was broad support from the panel. Deirdre Garvey felt that the issue and 

question of why a forum has not been established to date, should be approached from a 

perspective of first principles, and a focus on practical issues such as rural regeneration and 

social enterprise as a starting point could build engagement and confidence.  

• ReThink Ireland also contributed to the discussion highlighting the organisation’s new Equality 

Fund as a potential resource for civil society groups to draw from in building on some of the 

themes from the panel discussion. The All-Island Fund being delivered by the Community 

Foundation for Ireland and the Community Foundation for Northern Ireland was also 

highlighted as a potential resource to support co-operation, awareness and stronger more 

effective advocacy for communities across the island. 

  

http://crossborder.ie/site2015/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/New-Booklet-New-Common-Charter.pdf
https://rethinkireland.ie/current_fund/equality-fund-2020-2023/
https://rethinkireland.ie/current_fund/equality-fund-2020-2023/
https://www.communityfoundation.ie/insights/latest-news/new-fund-for-strong-communities


Panel Discussion 2 

Civil society - building social and cultural understanding   

Key Messages: 

This panel was also moderated by Audrey Carville and had the following panellists: 

- Brian Dougherty MBE Bsc(Hons) MTPL, Advisor, North West Cultural Partnership  
- Lilian Seenoi-Barr, Director of Programmes, North West Migrant Forum  
- Orla O’Connor, Director, National Women’s Council  

 
This panel is available online and can be watched back here. 

 

Key themes that emerged from the discussion included: 

• Issues of culture, identity and equality were discussed extensively during this panel. 

• It was said that tolerance of diversity is not sufficient. The increasing diversity of both parts 

of the island was discussed and both Brian Dougherty and Lilian Seenoi-Barr said that we must 

aspire to move beyond acceptance of different culture towards promotion and celebration of 

diversity. This was said in the context of community relations in Northern Ireland as well as 

ethnic minorities. To be a vibrant, open society we must remove inequality and racism, and 

move beyond tolerance to a more positive society that is a warm house for all, where all feel 

welcome. This will make us stronger and help to build international partnerships. 

• There is an opportunity to use cultural organisations on the island to promote better 

understanding between communities. Brian Dougherty spoke of his experience in the 

Londonderry Bands Forum in building cross-community relationships and trust through 

participation in the Fleadh Cheoil and attendance at the Sinn Féin Ard Fheis. He said that the 

bands tradition could have a really positive impact on cultural understanding of the PUL 

community, North and South on the island. He also spoke of a scale of how unionist culture 

and identity is viewed ranging from intolerance, tolerance, acceptance, promotion, to 

celebration. The Bands Forum aim is to achieve promotion and celebration of pro-union 

culture and other minority cultures. 

• The need to ensure equality of opportunity on the island was also raised. Differentiation of 

rights on the island arising from Brexit and the scope of the Common Travel Area (CTA) was 

mentioned as something that is alienating non-British and Irish citizens on the island who do 

not have the same freedoms under the CTA. 

• The importance of inclusive dialogue was highlighted as being essential to building social and 

cultural understanding. Structures for achieving this can also be found in the Good Friday 

Agreement, which provides for a gender mainstreaming approach, but it was said that a 

combination of racism and sexism has resulted in the continuing marginalisation of women 

and minorities. Orla O’Connor suggested that spaces should be created where women could 

come together to discuss substantive issues on an all-island basis and how these can be 

addressed through all-island policies, led by and taking account of the perspective of women. 

This could also be a potential model for other underrepresented groups in society.   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EzFIegmNSU


• The need to build capacity for engagement among minorities and the marginalised was also 

raised as was the importance of ensuring that these voices are heard in broader discussions 

about the future of the island. Brian Dougherty spoke of a three-tiered community/power 

structure within Northern Ireland with political leadership becoming increasingly disengaged 

from grassroots disenfranchised communities and the community sector becoming more 

professionalised but potentially disconnected from broader society including those who are 

particularly marginalised. Orla O’Connor spoke of existing work that is ongoing by women’s 

representatives in the border counties that could be scaled up to address these concerns. 

• In response to a question on how to make conversations issue-based rather than identity- 

defined, it was said that there is a generational shift in attitudes on identity on the island with 

young people identifying less with binary labels. Within the PUL community, Brian Dougherty 

spoke of a shift in why young people are joining bands from identity to musicianship and 

camaraderie. Lilian Seenoi-Barr felt that it is best not to use labels as they create a way to 

‘other’ people and can lead to identities being defined by how someone looks.  

• Closing out the discussion, the point was made that absence of violence does not mean a 

positive peace. In working for a shared island, it is important to ensure all voices are heard 

because when people feel that they are not being listened to or that their identity or rights 

are threatened, it causes discomfort and the risk of violence increases. It is also essential to 

ensure the voices of the young people and new leaders are heard in public discourse on a 

shared future on the island. 

 



• The  


